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In-state costs soar 7.51 % by
order of Board of Visitors
By Brad Owen
Senior Editor
Longwood total costs for undergraduates will rise 7.51 percent for
stale residents and 11.19 percent for
non-residents in 1993-94. Tuition
alone will go up 17.5 percent for all
residents next year. The increases
were approved last week by a majority vote of the Board of Visitors.
Finance Committee chair Franklin
M. Slayton urged the Board to override the administration's recommended increase of 6.7 percent because, "I genuinely believe that the
academic needs are there and that the
College will spend the additional funds
wisely." Slayton went on to state that
he felt that some of the additional
funds could be used to "stop nickel
and dime-ing students" through cutting some fees (ex. diploma fee).
The 7.51 percent increase approved
by the Board will produce an additional $194,000.
President William P. Dorrill suited
that the administration's proposal refleeted a thorough exploration of Col-

legc needs balanced against concerns
for student costs, the intent to maintain access, and (he possible adverse
effect of higher tuition and fees on
future enrollment. "The question is
balance and what is right and just in
this time of difficulty." he stated.
Dorrill also reminded Board members
several times that bad publicity generated by the raise in costs might negatively affect freshmen deposits for the
fall.
Student Government President
Darrell Wells objected to any increase
over that recommended by the administration. After the Boards decision,
Wells said, "They still did not give
any firm reason for wanting the extra
money. Oh great! We're going to
have $194,000 and we don't know
how we're going to spend it. I'm
sorry, but if I said, 'Hey, I want
$200,000 and I don't know how I'm
going to spend it', are they going to
give it to me? I don't think so! They
gave no justification for this increase,

why? Everyone else has to justify
their requests. Why can't the Board?"
President Dorrill noted that State
support for the cost of education has
declined from 71.4 percent in 199091 to 47 percent in 1993-94 and that
"increased revenue was necessary to
maintain and enhance quality, programs, and services."
Tuition, fees, room and board for
in-state students will rise to $7,948 a
year. Total costs in 1992-93 were
$7,394. The figures are based on the
19-meals-a-week plan for the academic year.
Oul-of-state students will
pay$13,032,upfrom$ll,720inl99293.
Costs for undergraduate commuter
students will be $4,106 for Virginians
and $9,090 for out-of-state students.
In-state commuting graduate students
will pay $4,456. The cost for parttime Virginia graduate students will
increase from $96 per credit hour to
$120.

Longwood student assaulted in
Curry; Male student dismissed
By Doug Dimarino
Rotunda Staff
Just seventeen days into 1993, the
Longwood campus was stricken with
its first sexual assault case of the year,
leasing one woman emotionally torn
and one male student dismissed from
the school.
On January 17, 1993 the victim
(whose name has been withheld) was
returning to her dorm room at approximately 2:15a.m. As she entered
Curry lobby, four males began to
whistle and speak obscenities to the
woman.
When the woman approached the
security door, the four males proceeded
to surround the woman and continued
with their obscene language, while
running their hands over the victim's
body.
While three of the males continued
to harass the woman verbally and
physically, one of the males began
masturbating, forcing the woman to
watch.
A phone call was received at the
Campus Police Office by reporting
Officer Buddy Campbell at 3:20 a.m.,

and the incident went under investigation by Officers Roger Sudsbury and
Sandy Finch.
Enough evidence was found in this
case to prosecute one Longwood student, Thomas Lewis, who was dismissed from the college.
Recently, the case was also taken
to criminal court where I x-wis was
found guilty of sexual battery and
indecent exposure.
Although I>ewis pled innocent to
bom charges and denied that the situation ever occurred he was found
guilty on both counts, which resulted
in a six month jail sentence for each
offense.Lewis continued to argue that
was not responsible for what look
place on January 17 and has appealed
his case to the Circuit Court.
The Campus Police Chief James
lluskey commented that he hates it
when criminal acts of this nature take
place, and he wishes that (here was
more that he could do to protect each
and every person on this campus.
lluskey said, "I don't like to think

that we have students capable of com •
mining these crimes. I take crimes
against people more personal than
crimes against property. Crimes
against people are more significant
because property can be replaced, but
people cannot be. We must educate
people to protect themselves from
being victims."
11'iskey also added that in this
particular case, "I feel that this was a
random act and there was no way the
victim could have avoided the situation, but to avoid a planned attack
people should be aware of their surroundings, think of what they will do
if this occurs, and take the initiative to
try and help their self."
Other security measures provided
by campus police to insure safety for
all students include self defense classes
- by Sandy Finch, escort service, emergency phones, check on light outages,
broken doors, and fire alarms, monitor sporting events, and provide crime
prevention classes, taught by Sergeant
Andy Rhodes.

Finance Committee chair Slayton (second from left) addresses Board of Visitors.

Reynolds makes bid for Phi
Beta Lambda national office
By Tanya Vernaza
Rotunda Staff
Long wood's business organization, Phi Beta Lambda, attended a
state conference in Stanton. Virginia,
on April 2nd and 3rd.
Eight of the 32 members of their
local chapter went to compete. This
organization is a collegiate level of
FBLA (Future Business leaders of
America).
At the tournament the Business
decision making team which consisted
of Brad Harrell, Connie Blevens, and
Tim Burkett placed third. Will Byrd
placed second in the Business communications event, Michael Belle
placed first in the Business Principles
category, and Joe Reynolds took first
place in the Mr. Future Business Executive.
Allison Lillard, a member of Phi
Beta I ambda' s I .ongwood chapter will
be holding a state office: she will be
the new state treasurer.
Phi Beta Lambda is the only professional business organization in
which indi viduals can compete on their
own as well as one a team.
With 503 members in their state

Award-winning justice to speak

Lacy to be commencement speaker
Elizabeth B. I.acy, a justice of the
SuprcmeCourt of Virginia, will be the
speaker for Longwood ( ollege' 11W3
Commencement on Saturday, May 8.
The ceremonies arc scheduled for
9:30 a.m. on Wheeler Mall and are
open to the public.
There are 809 candidates for degrees this year, the largest number in
Long wood's 154-year history. Included are 126candidates for master's
degrees and 683 candidates lor
bachelor's degrees More than 200 of
the 1<>93 graduates have qualified tor
Initial teaching licenses
Justice Lacy has served on the Su
preme Court of Virginia since January
ot 1989 Appointed Initially to Ml an

unexpired term, she was subsequently
elected by the Virginia General Assembly to a 12-year term. She was the
first woman justice on the slate's high
M court.
Prior to 1989, Justice I.acy had
served four years on (he Virginia State
Corporation Commission. She was
one of three judges on this independent commission, which has regulatory jurisdiction of state-chartered financial institutions, public utilities,
railroads, motor carriers, insurance,
securities, and corporations.
Her experience also includes ser
vice in the Office of the Attorney
General of Virginia (1982-85) and
Texas (1973-76). She was staff attor-

ney to the Texas Legislative Council
for three years.
Justice Lacy holds law degrees for
the University of Virginia and the
University of Texas. Her undergraduate degree in history is from Saint
Mary's College in Indiana.
She serves on a variety of boards
and committees, including the board
of directors of (he Virginia State Bar's
Professionalism and Legal Education
Committees, the Committee on Appellate Practice of the American Bar
Association, and the Education Committee of the V irginia Judicial Conference.
Among numerous awards and honors. Justice Lacy has received a Dis-

Photo Credit :Br»dOwei

tinguished Merit Citation from the
National Conference of Christians and
Jews, (he Newsmaker of the Year
award in 1990 from Virginia Press
Women, the Woman Pathfinder
Award from the Richmond t'rofessional Women's Network, and the
Liberty Bell Award from the Newport
News Bar Association.
In 1992. she was named to the
Virginia Women's Hall of Fame and
received honorary doctorates from St
Mary'sCoIlegeand (he T.C. Williams
School of Law. University of Richmond.
Justice 1 JCy is married to I). Patrick
lacy, an attorney and a member of
Longwood's Board of Visitors

chapter, Longwood has managed to
occupy various offices at the stale
level. Joe Reynolds was not only
elected the local chapter president as a
freshman , but he was also elected
state president as well.
Reynolds also commented about
his organization's involvement with
community service projects, professional activities such as speakers, as
well as their involvement in the AT&T
Invitational Challenge (Stock Market
Game).
Of his degree in Business,
Reynolds says " I am going to try to
make a change in (he business world,
there arc a lot of problems out there
and I want to be a part of the needed
change"..
The executive committee for Phi

Beta Lambda approved Reynold's
request to run for national office.
He will be running for the office
of Vice President of the Southern
Region. Reynolds is currently a member of Delta Sigma Pi and holds the
office of Chancellor.
Reynolds, William Byrd, and
Michael Belle will be attending the
National Tournament this year . It
will be held on July 10 thru 13 in
Washington, DC.
Reynolds says, "the success of
the local chapter and my term both as
president of the local and state chapters, would not have been possible
without the support of our advisor
Mrs. Hameleu and the School of Business and Economics."

Stolen cars create concern
on campus
By Doug Dimarino
Rotunda Staff
Campus police are warning students to lock their cars and be aware of
the locations they use to park.
Recently, two students cars were
stolen Although, both incidents took
place off campus, there have also
been reports of break-ins on campus
and many sightings of strangers roaming through the parking lots late at
night.
The two cars that were stolen were
parked on Buffalo Street and near the
Methodist Church. Bodi cars were
recovered.
Also, six cars have been broken
into during the past month. These vehicles were parked on campus property between the dates of April 4 and
April 7.
Three of these car break-ins occurred in the Venablc Street parking
lot, located next to 1 -'rerich. ;ind the
other three occurred in the Wynne
parking lot.

Drivers are encouraged to remove
their valuables from (heir vehicles
while parked whether it be on or off
campus.
Investigations have begun by
Campus, Farmville, and Virginia
State Police. The three forces are
combining all of their efforts to find
the culprits of these crimes.
"Our cars are extremely important to us for obvious reasons," said
one commuter student whan asked
about the (hefts. "I understand (hat
the campus police are doing a really
good job with finding the thieves,
and I hope thay catch them very
soon. I don't know what I would do
without my car"
Anyone with any information
about any of these crimes should
contact Officer John Thompson of
I^ongwixnl Campus Police, or In
tigatorJack Bryant, of the Farmville
Police Department.
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Graduates out — tuition hike in
X09- I^ongwood students
have reached a true milestone in
their lives
After four (or five, or six...)
yean Of struggling, with only a
few parties thrown in between
study sessions for relaxation,
they are on the brink of starting
a completely new life, be it in
the work-force, graduate
school, or the military.
These students are armed
with a degree from a truly
exceptional college, academically speaking. Though there
are some flaws with the institution, we believe no one can
deny that, on the whole, we arc
fortunate to benefit from the
expertise of an outstanding
faculty.
And though the job scene is
somewhat daunting, Longwood
graduates can rest assured that

they are well-equipped to seize
their own futures. And, judging
hy the employment statistics,
employers obviously agree.
Sadly, the students of today
and tomorrow will have an even
more struggles than the May
graduates.
This is not in the academic
arena. Instead it is the financial
hurdens faced by students that
will be the greatest trial for
many.

6.7% increase, which he felt
was sufficient to meet the needs The Rotunda welcomes letters and opinion pieces from all members of
the Longwood College community on issues of public interest. Submisof the college.
sions must be typewritten or printed, of 600 words or less, and must
We question the Board of
include the writers name, address, and telephone number. This informaVisitors' ability to properly
tion is for verification purposes only. The writer's name will be printed
judge the situation. One would
with his or her submission unless the Rotunda is requested and given a
assume that when the President
valid reason to withhold that information. We reserve the right to edit the
length and content of submissions. Mail to:
of the college and the President
Editor in Chief
of the SGA (obviously two of
The Rotunda
the most well-informed indiLongwood College Box 2901
viduals on campus and not
Farmville, VA 23909
natural allies when it comes to
student costs) rail against such a Letters to the Editor and Opinion pieces do not necessarily
large increase, there is some
reflect the opinions of the Rotunda. The purpose of this page
justification for their concern.
Our Board of Visitors,
is to provide a forum for public discussion of issues, events,
It is fruitless to hope that
exceeding President Dorrill's
organizations, or persons.
there is any hope for this
recommendation for tuition
increase and ignoring SGA
increase not to be enacted. We
can, however, hope that
President Darrell Wells' veheLongwood's President and
ment anti-increase remarks,
mandated a 7.51 % total cost
SGA will continue to take such
Editor, Rotunda:
increase, with a 17.5$ increase an active role in the future,
I would like to praise the Long- raped there was nothing here to help
for tuition. 17.5%!!! Dorrill's potentially avoiding any future
wood Players for their recent produc- me move beyond the pain.
recommendation was for a
drastic increases.
Laurencia called upon the women
lion of Fuente Ovejuna. The message
of
Fuente
Ovejuna to right the wrongs
I perceived about women standing up
for themselves is one which we rarely done against them. Well no one can
hear in out society, and one with which right the wrongs done against me so I
I fully agree. I am not saying women call upon the faculty, staff, and adshould go after rapists with pitchforks, ministration of Longwood College to
but I do feel women should go after do something to prevent more women
from being wronged. We need more
rapists with the legal system.
A couple of years ago I was a education. We need to reach out to the
victim of rape on this campus, and I students, women and men, on this
regret to say that I did not prosecute. campus and let mem know what rape,
This may seem hypocritical after my and especially date rape, is and how
previous statements but at the time I they can prevent it. We need proThe following individuals have, in the opinion of the Editor of the Rotunda,
had my reasons. I was a victim of date grams for students who have been
contributed the most to the newspaper, student body, and institution as a whole.
rape and because of the nature of the victimized in this way to help them to
crime it took me a long time to realize live through it and go from being
I "hey have shown a committment to the student body above and beyond that of
I was a victim at all. I felt responsible victims to being survivors. Why don't
most others, and as a result have become an integral part of life at Longwood.
for the crime because I had kissed the we have them now? How can we get
We thank them for their service.
man who raped me voluntarily and them?
Date rape is a problem on this
because I had left a party with the man
OUTSTANDING FACULTY MEMBER
who raped me voluntarily. I was not campus. I am not the only woman I
Dr. James Jordan
drunk or provocatively dressed, nor know who has been a victim of it So
l)r Jordan has shown a commiitmcni to students that is unsurpassed. His caring and understanding for students, as
did 1 behave in a manner that might many victims have been forced to
well as his lively and entertaining lectures thai make students strive to excell make him our choice for Outstanding
have made the man who raped me bide because they fear they will not be
I'aculiy Member
believe that he had the right to ignore believed or because they do not unme when I said no. Even if I had been derstand what has happened to them.
OUTSTANDING ADMINISTRATORS
drunk, provocatively dressed, or a We should not be the ones to hide our
Dr. Tim Pierson, Dean of Students & Zav Dadabhoy, Student Development Educator
"tease," no means no and he should faces in shame. We should be able to
Both of these individuals have shown thai their first priority is the student body. Their willingness to come to the
stand up straight and proud in a court
have respected that.
students' defense makes them our choices for Outstanding Administrators.
The reason why I tell this story is of law and accuse the rapists, let them
so thai no one else will have to live it. hide their faces. Some of the legislaI carried the guilt for my violation for tors in this country are trying to make
OUTSTANDING ORGANIZATION ADVISORS
over a year when he could have car- it easier for women to do this. 1 think
William C. Woods & Michael Hcrndon
ried it. I carried the guilt because I was it is time the educators joined them.
Ihcsc individuals hive > oiiimuicd themselves to making the student organizations they advise superior in every way.
uneducated about date rape and what
BKNM "f this, they are our Outstanding Organization Advisors.
it was. When I realized that I had been Tracy Ixa Young

Rape victim praises Longwood
Players' Fuente Ovejuna

ROTUNDA
"Editor s Choice

Slzvards for <E?(cettence

OUTSTANDING STUDENT LEADER
Darrell Wells, SGA President.
His vigilance on behalf of the student body is unceasing, and no student leader puts more time and effort into an
oriMiii/.ition office BCCMM of his efforts towards making the student body the best it can be. he is our Outstanding
Sudan i c.idci

OUTSTANDING ROTUNDA STAFF MEMBERS
Miiidy Oakcs & Heather Lustig
these individuals have shown a tremendous amount of dedication to the Rotunda, as well as giving an enormous
am,mm ol time and committment to the OIIMIII/.IIIOII Wc thank them.

King trial verdict is a
miscarraige of justice
By James J. Sojku
News Editor
I im appalled ai the verdict
handed down in (he KIKUICY King
beatiiif trial, This trial wu to prove
whether or not the few police offk
en vioiaicd Rodney Klng'i civil
tights Oneoflhem was found guilt)
HI excessive force ind siding ami
abetting, ami inotnei was found
guilty ol the latter charge Didn't
the lust IM.II tmd them mruvent '
Ilns verdict is the result of pressure
and WtJ used to ealin the public
When the courts kowtow 10 the
masses justice is waipcd and use

was driving al speed! exceeding
ItXlinph. was obviously in an allered State Oi mind, and lunged al
iliem when they tried to arrest him
(And yet, lie did lunge I saw the
beginning oi Use videotape winch
itie media so Ihoughtfull) "forgot"
loshou ii showed King lunging at
ihc Officers and Ihe police knocking
him down He got up again and
in).

simple question conies to mind:
How did Ihe Other passengers in the
vehicle gel Into the police car without being beaten' Perhaps the poA

What did ite police officers do? lice didn't think that they were Mack,
They subdued an Individual who sotherefore the) wouldn't heat them

()r may he they did not put up a fight.
This last possibility seems more
likely.
In LA., the police must use their
nightsticks to subdue a suspect; they
are not allowed to physically re-ii am Item With their bodies as other
dties can do If I were in that situation. I would have done the same
thing as Offkaf Powell I would
make sure (hat the individual was
noi going to lunge at me any more; if
that means I have |o heal Item, I will
do so Ii is not a matter of race; it is
a matter of defending the puNic
thai is their job, isn't u'.' I commend
them on a job well done

Campus police commended for
diligence
Editor, Rotunda:
I am writing to commend a very
important department on this Longwood campus, the campus police. All
too often it seems that the campus
police are Ihe brunt of all our jokes.
However, last week the campus police assisted me through a very traumatic experience. On Wednesday,
April 141 went to move my car from
behind Bedford. However, I discovered that it had been stolen, I immediately ran to campus police. They
reacted very promptly and first calmed
me down, then very professionally
they made a report. The officer that
worked with me was John Thompson,
his professionalism and concern was
very impressive. He seemed as unnerved as I was that something like
this could happen here on campus. He
was determined to recover my car and
to apprehend the criminals. This
helped me greatly knowing that they
were concerned and were working
very hard on this case. My car was
later tound off-campus and the engine
was still warm, so this proved to me

how diligently they had been working. There was only minor damage
done to my car, but I believe that it is
due to the campus police's efforts.
My car was then dusted for fingerprints and the state police went over it.
I feel much safer now that I have
witnessed first-hand how the officers
operate. I hope nothing ever happens
like this again, but if it does, I believe
the campus police will work together
to resolve the problem.
So (hough we laugh at them on
bicycles and argue about parking tickets, the campus police are a very special element of campus life. I mink we
all could do more to assist their efforts, so that these and other criminals
will be apprehended. If you have any
information about any of the cars
vandalized, please notify the police at
2091.
In conclusion, I especially want to
thank Officer John Thompson for his
long hours and determination.
Adrienne Thornton

Correction
Last week's issue of the Rotunda contained an SGA
election story which incorrectly stated that Brittany
Heldrith had resigned as chair of the Elections Committee. Ms. Heldrith is still chair of that committee.
She replaced Cameron Caffee in that post.
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Pow Wow rich in Native American traditions
By Heather Lustig
Rotunda Staff
With this semester drawing to a
close, few students stop and actually
think of the next semester and the
events which will be occurring then.
However, in September a very important will be happening on the Longwood campus. This is the Native
American Pow Wow.
According to O. L. Durham, the
head man dancer of the Native American Pow Wow, the Pow Wows were
originally spiritual activities.
Caucasians, such as Custer,
thought the Native American dances
were an omen of death and destruction, especially the ghost dance.
Although the dancing might have
changed because of this disapproval,
the traditions of the Native Americans survived, in a large part because of the Native American Pow
Wows.

various drummers.
As Durham
pointed out, "there can be many drummers."
The various dances will also be
danccdinaparuculardircction. "There
is a reason for everything," Durham
explained. If the dancing is Northern,
then the dancing will be in counterclockwise. Opposite for the Southern.
The grand entry for the Pow Wow,
according to Durham, will be "when
all are lined up. They will enter from

tion to the next, and from one group of
people to another.
Etiquette is a very important factor
of the Pow Wow. As Durham explained, there are certain courtesies
that must be observed.
For example, at one point during
the weekend, the public will be allowed to walk among the various
lodges set up on Her field. Durham
advised that if one of the lodge doors
is not open, "then pass il by "

one direction. They go around once,
and then Head Man and Head Lady
start all the dancers and pass all dancers before dancing starts."
The line up for the Grand Entry is
as according to the type of dancing or
rank in the tribe.
The first in the line-up are the
Veterans, followed by the Chiefs/
l.ldcrs. Then follows the Princesses
and then the Head Man and Head
I.ady dancers.
The dancers who arc lined up as

according to the style of dancing they
engage in.
First come the men dancers with
the Old Style leading. Then the
Straight dancers, then the fancy dancers, the Grass dancers, and then the
Traditional dancers. After them arc
the women dancers beginning with
the Buckskin, then t he Fancy dancer,
the Shaw, and then the Jingle Dress.

"have a touch of the tradition." as
Durham said.
"When people leave. " Durham
explained, "they gain knowledge ol
some things. Some people M
touched and can not shake the experience, Some people came with
open hearts and with open minds,
they leave with their prejudices ami
guilt behind. They watch the harmony, the watch the People, they
Similar to the dancing, the crafts pre- listen to the drum The drum is the
sented will be Native American and heartbeat of the IVople."

Another factor of etiquette is the
taking of still photographs and video
taping. Before taking a still photograph, ask first. There will be certain
dances which should not be taped.
Some ceremonies, such as the pipe
ceremonies can not be filmed.
The actual dancing will be held
within a 100 fool circle. As according
By Heather Lustig
to tradition, the drums will be either
Rotunda Staff
And although the dancing might positioned on the outskirtsof the circle
As the school year draws to a choreographer to become introspechave been religious, now it has be- or in the center.
There
will
be
one
lead
drum,
one
close
and
Longwood and the various tive and express bis truest emotions,"
come a means of transferring the culgreat
drum,
and
then
all
the
other
awards
are
distributed, Longwood he explained.
ture of the Indians from one generashould recognize a teacher who has
I^ongwood's reception of Williams
given many eye-opening dance per- and his programs has been extremely
formances, Rodney Williams. Will- positive. This can especially be seen
iams is a dance instructor and the with the attendance and the participafaculty advisor for the Longwood tion of the audience at his various
Dance Company.
recitals and performances.
In February, Williams directed
The "With Open Hearts" perforand produced the civility program mance in Jarman displayed his posi"With Open Hearts," an evening of tive influence over the campus and the
dance and song with the emphasis of community. "The Spirit moved the
looking beyond the color of a person* s barriers between the audience and the
skin and to look upon the hearts and performer," he explained. "All hearts
were open to what happened. I sensed
souls of humanity.
In addition, Williams put together that we were all one, not black, not I
the first annual African- American Arts while. We were all one."
The African-American Arts ExF.xplosion.
When asked where he received his plosion has also been drawing many
inspiration to dance, he replied "my people to the various performances
love for music, music is a big part of and workshops. Williams said mat
my life." He explained that at a young the explosion and the dancing was a
age he saw a performance by Ben means of teaching people more about
Vereen and was held in awe. "I pat- black history and black culture.
He believes that the arts have the
terned my life after him," says Willpower to draw people. The arts traniams.
Another reason dance is so impor- scend anything that is touchable and
tant to Williams is that it is a "combi- break all barriers.
Get your momentos of Farmville today at Crates!
Williams' goals include making
nation of all the arts. I use dance to
express and confront the issues of dance a more important role on cam10% Off with coupon & student ID
today. It is a multi-cultural equilib- pus. "I want people to think of LongCorner of Main & High • Good though May 8,1993 I rium."
wood as the school that's got 'that'
Williams' favorite genre of dance dance department." In addition, he
is Modem Dance, due to the frecness would like to see dance transform
of form and that it is the most expres- from just Physical Education classes
sionistic. "Modem Dance allows the to become offered as a major or minor.

Williams enriches Longwood
Music Department

INTERESTED IN WRITING OR
EDITING?
CALL 2120
TODAY IF YOU WANT TO
WORK FOR THE
ROTUNDA NEXT YEAR!!

Congratulations
Graduates!
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Student Advisory
Committee is asset
to department
By Susan Mazza
Rotund Staff
The School of Business and Economics, under tile direction of Dean
Berk wood M. Farmer, has created a
student-run cabinet called the Student
Advisory Committee to the Dean. The
purpose of this commute is to have a
cross representation of students in die
business and economics school to advise Farmer.
Farmer has been the dean of this
school for only two years and immediately saw the need for a student
panel. Farmer knows the importance
of getting to know the students and
likewise because as he says "students
are our customers." Ken DeWitt is the
student head of this Student Advisory
Committee that consists of ten students of diverse concentrations, race
age, year in school, and gender They
serve as the e yes and ears of the school
and advise Farmer of the strengths!
and weaknesses in all areas of the
business school.
Another facet of the group's goals!
is service. Last year they coordinated
and organized Operation Blue Jeans
with die University of Kansas in order
to send jeans to 3rd world countries.
They are also responsible for UKSenior Night, and at Christmas time
they helped raised money and made
Christinas baskets for needy families
in the Farmville area.
These members were the only
group which represented Longwood
College at die March of Dimes WalkAmerica on April 18lh, which was
coordinated by Virginia Power and
TKE. Approximately$700wasraised

THE lOmi P«CB OF THE MR!
Limited Time Offer

COLLEGE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
Phone 392-7314
HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10-6 & SAT. 10-3
EVENING HOURS BY APPOINTMENT
HAIR STYLISTS - JANE GIBBS &
KATHY HANNAH

Women's Rings
Selected Styles in 10K

*».
"•*• &

$249
(Regular price $325)

Men's Rings
Selected Styles in 10K

$299

Hair and
Make-up for
Weddings,
Proms,
Photography

Special Student Discount With ID

(Regular price $410)

/IKTQ1RVED
DATE

April 26-28

LOCATION

LC Bookstore

Service Master of Farmville
We clean carpel, furniture,
aulo interiors, student/
faculty rooms or houses.
Call 392-6661!
RESIDENT CAMP STAFF-Assis
lant director, business manager, RN.
E.M.T.. Para-medic, kitchen staff, unit
counselors and leaders, program specialist, pool director and lifeguards
needed; June 12-August 15. Two
seasonal resident camps located near
HarrisonburgandLccsburg, Va. Contact: Patli Smith, GSCNC, 2233 WIN
consin Ave. N.W., Washington, IX'
20007-4187. 202-337-4300 or 800523-7898. EOE
ADOPTION—We hope to share our
love and many blessings with a baby
or young child. We are prolessionals,
financially secure and anxiously seek
ing to adopt. We have a large close
family - both sets of grandparents and
9 nieces and nephews to love and
cherish your child. We will help you
any way we legally can. Please call
collect. (804) 739-5075
ADOPTION: Give your baby a life
Tilled with love, laughter, and lullabies. Happily married, financially
secure couple hoping to adopt. Call
Jeannie and Ken collect 804-2821652.0-awful expenses paid.) Sunny
nursery, loving grandparents will wclcome baby home.
ADOPTION: CARING STABLE
SINGLE FEMALE SCHOOL
TEACHER DESIRES TO ADOPT
CAUCASIAN BABY. FINANCIALLY SI-TURK. CAN PROVIDr
LOVING AND PUN FAMILY
CALL COLLECT ALLISON 804572-8403 ()R WRITE P.O. B< )X 655.
SOUTH BOSTON, V A 24592.
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
now hiring students $300/$900wkly.
Summer/Full Time. lourGuidcs.t nil
Ship Sales, Deck Hands. Bartenders,
Casino Dealers, Etc World travel Caribbean, Alaska Europe. Haw;m
No Experience Necessary Call 1602-680-0323 Ext. 23.

CHEAP! FBI/US. SEIZED

FULL SERVICE SALON FOR MEN,
WOMEN, AND CHILDREN
Haircuts
Perms
Color
Nails
Manicures
Facials
Skin Care

CLASSIFIEDS

TIME

10am - 4pm

89 MERCEDES
S2(X>
86 VW
150
87MERCEDES
$l«"
65 MUSTANG
150
(hoosc Irom thousands starting $50.
FREE Information-24 Hour Hotline
80l-379-2929Copyrighl»VA025H0

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home Easyl
No selling. You're paid illicit hilly
Guaranteed FREE lnfonnation-24
Hour Hotline. 901-379-2900 Copy
right WVA025150
SUMMER JOBS: Painter*
needed In Arllngtnn/McClean/r alls
( hurch area. $6-7.50/hr. College
Pro Painters. 1 -800-942-0076
MOVING TO RICHMOND?
Calll For Free Apartment
Information and Map
Wide Selection
No FEE

329-6666
In Virginia outside the
Richmond area call toll-free
1 -800-542-3276
Nationwide call toll-free
1800 368 7669
EHO
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30% undergraduate women sexually harassed

Sexual Harassment Policy reviewed
By Susan Ma/./a
Rotunda Staff
According to a 1984 survey
conducted by B.W. Dzicch and
I. Weincr, thirty percent of undergraduate women are sexually
harassed by at least one of their
professors in their four years at
college.
Of these women, only five
percent of victims report the harassment or file a grievance.
(taw reason why there aren't
more reports made is that the
women sometimes do not have a
clear understanding of sexual
harassment and don' t realize- that
is what has happened to them.
Another is that they fear retaliation on the part of the professor
and the college.
Two years ago, a Ixmgwood
policy review committee was
formed as a branch of the Gender a nd Mi nori t y I ssues Steeri ng
Committee for just such reaM >ns Iheir main concern was to
revise the sexual harassment
policy in order for students and
faculty alike to have a clearer
understanding of the sexual harassment definition, policies, and
procedures of the college.
Much revising has taken place
in this two year time span. The
sexual harassment policy has
been adapted to the more mod-

ernized needsoftheschool. This
reconstructed policy has a strong
statement against sexual harassment and a broader definition of
the phrase.
Ihere is a statement regarding student confidentiality and
a non- retaliation clause included. Disciplinary action is
outlined in the new policy for
use against those who choose to
disregard the non-retaliation
clause.
Clearly stated in the policy
will be an explanation regarding
the working procedures an individual can follow in order to
report sexual harassment.
One of the main goals for all
of the people involved in this
reconstruction is for the policies, definition, and procedures
to be concise and easily understood by students, faculty, and
staff.
This policy is being reviewed
by SGA, the Staff Advisory
Committee, the I^qual Employment Committee, and the Full
College Council before it is recommendedformallytothe Board
of Visitors. It is expected that
this policy will be approved and
becomes part of Longwood's
policies and procedures.

Keith D. Roots, Assistant to
the President, hopes that this
document will clear up any lingering questions individuals may
have surrounding sexual harassment.
He feels that sexual harassment is an important issue that
must be addressed because of
the increasing number of public
cases in the media and at other
colleges.
One component not addressed in this draft of the policy
is a clause on education. Roots
foresees a brochure and training
program to educate all members
of the school about this topic in
the near future.
Inspired by the Anita HillClarence Thomas he ari ngs in October 1991, the administration
of many other colleges have redefined and reconstructed their
sexual harassment policies.
Columbia University recently
released a statement urging extreme caution in regards to romantic relationships between
faculty and students. University
of Virginia is considering going
one step further by putting a ban
on liaisons between students and
faculty. University of Wisconsin at Madison have developed

an educational manual and organize approximately 200 contact
persons scattered throughout the
campus that are trained to receive sexual harassment complaints.
Some students have difficulty
in discerning whether or not
sexual harassment is actually
taking place. Some individuals
can interpret sexual advances as
flattery.
Vita Rabinowitz, author of
the essay "Coping with Sexual
Harassment," states that "it can
be an exhi larati ng experience for
a young woman to be the object
of attention from someone who
holds the prestigious position of
professor, someone who might
choose any one of a hundred
students to favor, but has chosen
her. It is easy for her to fall into
the uap of blaming herself for
her normal desire to be noUccd
and appreciated."
Often Umes male professors
do not see their actions as inappropriate- they believe that they
are only flattering the students.
"Professors wield a great deal
of power over students who depend on them for grades, letters
of recommendation, academic
and career counseling, and re-

search and clinical opportunities," Rabinowitz wrote.
The National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs has developed its own
definition of sexual harassment
in educational situations. "Academic sexual harassment is the
use of authority to emphasize
the sexuality or sexual identity
of the student in a manner which
prevents or impairs that student' s
full enjoyment of educational
benefits, climate, or opportuni-

ties."
Keith Roots, along with many
other members of l.ongwood faculty, has realized the increased
need for education about sexual
harassment for students and staff.
Cathy Stec. a recent Longwood graduate feels that "students are getting brave in speaking about this topic as of late and
hopefully, with the new policy,
more individuals will take a stand
for their rights and agai nst sexual
harassment."

We dress
the student body

Coming to
Downtown Farmville
in July.

Book$
for
Ca$h
BRING

THEM

TO

THE LONGWOOD COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
PHONE 395-2084
Thursday, April 29 & Friday, April 30
BUYBACK
Monday, May 3 - Wednesday, May 5
9:00am - 5:00pm
HOURS

Drawing For Prizes!t

1

To be held Wednesday, May 5 at 12:00 p.m. (Longwood Students
only eligible to win.)

GRAND PRIZE:
Philco 13" Color Television with Remote Control. Valued at $170.

DAILY PRIZE:
Longwcxxl College T-Shirt.

THE LONGWOOD BOOKSTORE WOULD LIKE
TO THANK ALL THEIR CUSTOMERS FOR
THEIR PATRONAGE OF THE PAST YEAR!!
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Quotable:
"When the State endeavours to function as a
charitable institution it does more harm than good."
—Arthur Hopkinson,
British Politician, 1921

Volunteer

UNITED STATES
^5BUYSAVINGS
BONDS

American Heart
Association

0
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Fields of choice need recruits

Want ads enhance job chances
PRINCETON JUNCTION. NJ.
(AP)
Ihe odds of gelling a job
through want ads arc better than you
mighj think, says Phyllis Macklin, a
I ;inct specialist. Knowing how to read
and respond to them will increase your
chances.
Macklin, partner in Minsuk.
Macklin, Stein & Associates, a career
counseling and outplacement firm,
i)ii(s with industry estimates that
only 10 to 15 percent of all professional positions arc found through recruitment advertising. But she points
toa 28 percent success rale among her
clients - owing, she says, to lips she

gives them
I .cam who's behind the blind
listing under a post office box number
by calling the post office, which is by
law required to reveal thai information.
After finding out who the adver-

tiser is, tenaciously network into the
firm. Establish contact with the hiring
authority for the job and aim for an
appointment to which you'll bring your
resume instead of sending it beforehand
- Read ads creatively. If a company
often advertises for sales personnel,
that means it probably needs crcditcollections people. If a"V.P. -Marketing" spot is advertised there probably
will be a national sales manager opening, too
- Reply by phone, even if the ad
says, "Absolutely no phone calls will
be accepted." Avoid mail replies when
possible.
- Even if asked, don't specify salary
requirements. Say only that compensation will depend on responsibilities
and growth opportunities.
- Never send a resume to the person-

nel department even when the ad requests it. Find out who is hiring, and
contact that person directly.
- Answer ads late - a week or 10
days after the ad appears - to avoid
"resume rush."
- Answer old ads. The firm niay not
have found the right candidate, or it
may need to fill another similar position.
- Answer twice, sending more information.
- Always follow up by telephone.
Your persistence may get you the interview.
Macklin says the best way to find a
job is by net working, but other sources
- ads, recruiters, direct mailing should be explored creatively and
stragegically.
"Don't be reactive, waiting for a
position to appear magically. Make it
happen," she says.

Job search timing essential
When is the best time to start a job
search?
"Start drilling what it lakes to get a
I oh into their heads when students
start college, not during their senior
year," advises William Smith, career
iliiv< lopment center director at
Wartburg College in Waverly, Iowa.
Smith says that all loo often graduates don't realize how difficult and
competitive the job market is. "There
arc jobs available. Career develop
ment offices, however, need to make
their students more marketable."
Al Wartburg, incoming freshmen
meet with counselors to gel job-finding advice.
Students might be urged to gel mi
dergradum experience in co-op or
inienisliipprograms. so thai when they
go into the job market full time they
have some kind of work record.
"Internships and co-ops arc an impofttDl link between the academic
world and the real world" says John
Wallace, dean of cooperative education at Anlioch College in Yellow
Springs, Ohio. Anlioch students must
complete 18 months of co-op work.
aiKlal least three months in a dilleicni
cultural environment, lo graduate
"Somebody wilh a European hack
ground might spend three months
WoridD| m Harlem or South Central
I os Angeles," says Wallace Students
typically work in hospitals, homeless

shelters, newspapers and government
agencies.
Frank Kollar. career development
and placement director at Mansfield
University in Pennsylvania savs that
this work helps students sort out their
goals. "Internships and co-ops are
important because students learn what
jobs they don't want as well as what
fields interest them."
Co-op work is part of the many
decree programs offered at the Rochester Institute of Technology in New
York. RJT says it places 2,600 students annually and attracts 1,400 employers around the country. Students
also are finding jobs abroad.
Manny Conlomanolis, director of
cooperative education and placement,
says he recently placed ihe first RIT
student in Japan. 'The numbers of
students we have assisted over (he
years astounds me," he says, citing the
longevity of the program, now over 80
years old.
"Women students usually have a
tougher lime in the job market and
need extra help, say s Dr Mary Cianni.
who created a mentorship program at
Susquehanna University's Sigmund
Well School of Business in
Sehnsgrove, Pa lach female business freshman is assigned a successful
alumna as mentor "Women have a
harder time than males students finding good jobs, but women can Ic.un

the ins and outs of corporate life long
before they graduate by taking part in
our mentorship program."
Job leads and course recommendations from alumni arc invaluable, as is
networking entree, observes Toni
McLawhom, career planning and
placement director at Roanoke College in Salem, Va. Her college organized an alumni-parent network along
the East Coast to help find opportunities for students.
"If you know somebody, you're
going to get a foci in the door a lot
easier than somebody trying it cold
turkey," McLawhom says.
Still, the only person with ultimate
responsibility in the job search is the
student. Ihe career centers can help
best by teaching the students how to
do it themselves.
"Developing a clear, manageable
and realistic plan on how to find a job
is often missing from a student's approach to the job market," says Dale
Austin, career planning and placement director at Hope College in Holland, Mich.
His advice: Start early, when you're
a freshman or sophomore.
"Any candidate looking for a career
opportunity can't wait until graduation to worry about internships or resumes. Forget it If you wait until
you're a senior to start preparing to
find a job, then you missed the boat"

tion and sales."
DePaul's new music-business degree program steers business-oriented
musicians to careers that will let them
enjoy the best two worlds. "These
students can go a variety of ways after
graduation. They have an opportunity
to stay close to music but work in a
business setting," says Miller.

People with good analytical, statistical and mathematical skills will find
opportunities as actuaries in all types
of business fields, notably insurance,
according to Carl Cowen, director of
the actuarial science program at Purdue
University in West Lafayette, Ind.
"Actuaries must be able to work
with facts, figures and people to solve
a variety of problems," he says."These
types of skills are also sought by employers looking to fill positions in
areas such as quality control, market
research or census management."

The law of supply and demand rales
the job market, so you might consider
one these fields which need recruits:
- Computer Systems. "Students may
be scared away by headlines about the
slump in the computer industry, but
they should be reading the want ads,"
says Dr. Alton Sanders, head of the
systems analysis department at Miami University in Oxford Ohio.
Enrollments are down - he cites 61
entering freshmen last year contrasting with 300 a decade ago - yet the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
projects a 79 percent increase in the
need for systems analysts and computer scientists by 2005. The demand
stems from growing use of computers
as problem solvers by business and
industry.
In a university survey, Sanders found
that 62 of 65 responding 1992 majors
had landed jobs within six months of
graduation. Starting salaries averaged
$30,031.
- Actuarial Science. Numberless
numbers are out there in the computerized world, and there have to be
people who can make sense of them.

- Court Reporting. An old profession with a new look, court reporting
is growing along with the amount of
litigation in the country. These days,
court reporters can create instant transcripts with computer-aided transcription (CAT), which turns stenography
notes quickly into English.
"Opportunities are plentiful, and
technology is aiding our ability to
deliver these extremely important services to the legal community and the
judicial process," says Mary
I laupunan, president of Court Reporting Institute of Hicksville, N.Y.
Certified and registered court reporters also are in demand for rapid
data entry and closed captioning, she
says.

Actuaries' quantitative and analytical skills make them prime candidates
for management be adds. Purdue's
progam includes courses such as interest theory but also stresses
backgrounding in communication,
English, business and liberal arts.
-The Music Business. There'smore
to music than performance, says
Frederick Miller, dean of the School
of Music at IVI '.in I University in Chicago. "It extends into such areas as
publishing, merchandising, arts management record marketing, promo-

Career Center Update
Longwood graduates flourishing
Although the job market continues
to be difficult placement statistics for
the 1992 class are very positive and
higher than 1991. This information is
very encouraging for the class of 1993.
These statistics are based on information collected from less than half of
the 1992 graduating class.
Of the 635 graduates in 1992, placement information was collected from
273 (43%) of them indicating (hat
95% are either working, attending
graduate school, or serving in the military. This is an increase of 4% from
last year's report. Professional majors bad a 94% placement and Liberal
Arts and Sciences majors had a 96%
placement.
Other observations from the report which is available in the Career
Center, are as follows:

38 (14%) graduates are enrolled in 20 different graduate schools.
Of the 91 education majors
responding, 92% are placed either in
teaching, in graduate school or cmployed out of teaching.
Of the 200 graduates responding to the salary question, 90
(45%) are earning over $21,000.00
and 46 (23%) are earning more than
$24,000.00.
Most graduates are residing in Virginia and names of employers hiring
our graduates include:

Department of Sanitation
First Virginia Bank
ITT Financial Services
K-Mart
Leggett
Mecklenburg Corrections
National Institute of Health
Ovemite
Pentagon Credit Union
Roche Biomedical Labs
Signet Bank
Social Services
Stoney Point I .earning Center
Universal Leaf Tobacco
Virginia Lottery

American Airlines
Benchmark Community Bank
Burlington Industries
Carbone of America
Country Club of America
Crestar Bank

Seventy percent of 198 respondents
indicated (hat they are employed in an
area directly relating to their major
and 90% indicated that their major
prepared them well for the workplace

>N\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\^^^

DOMESTIC DESIGNS
BY ROYAL PRESTIGE
10400 EATON PLACE, SUITE 410, FAIRFAX, VA 22030,
(703) 359-2944 or 1-800-833-6078

$3,120 SUMMER INTERNSHIP
Royal Prestige is offering summer internships to all students in the NO VA
area who are self-motivated, enthusiastic and interested in learning more about I
marketing, management and communications.
Guaranteed S3,120 income for a 13 week program. No experience necessary!
Will train. ALL MAJORS ACCEPTED.
For further details, contact Mr. Ruga in the Office of Career Planning and
Placement at 359-2944
Applications will be taken daily, at the local office in Fairfax. For interviews|
and informational meetings, call the above number(s).
IMMEDIATE POSITIONS AVAILABLE
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DISCOUNT FABRICS
115 Second St.
Farmville, Virginia

I
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Upholstery •Drapery* Dress
Goods •Wicker Accessories &
Pillows«Trims»Notions»Supplies
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Fabrics Discounted
10-50% Everyday
OPEN Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30

392-8971
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Under A Canvas Arena Larger Than A Football Field'
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COMICS
Wild Kingdom

'In the lyeij^>t nature we are |ust unothei spiecies in trouble '

Lionel Jiger A Robin fox

By now we all know that a red ribbon with
a celebrity stuck to it signifies AIDS
awareness But many people don't know that
even the most obscure special interest groups
are utilizing a variety of colored ribbons to help
champion their causes Here are just a few
PLAID

GIIY

For the
victims of
Golf
Fashion

For
tolerance
of people
over 90 still
driving
auto
mobiles

» x
« •

- r * J

■LACK
A BLUE
Aid for the
middle
class after
April 15th

Xy
CHAMELEON

PUIPLE

PINK

Constantly
Changing
color

For people
holding
their
breath—
.varting for
Clinton to
eliminate
the deficit

For the
people who
have had
juust about
enough of
the Energizer
Bunny

For the
political
correctess
movement

K^

*_y
GREEN

BLOTCHY

BEIGE

For people
who envy
a time
when a
college
degree
got you a
job

For the
victims of
uneven
sun-block
application

Clothe the
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THE Crossword

■y Aatlioay R.bl-o, Jr.

IO.

ACROSS
1 Jap. woman
divert
S Attract!**
young woman
9 Honwottha
allkworm
14 Onooftho
» Ball Buffalo laka
16 Unraatralnad
17 Coma of
Calabria
18 lamba
19 Ragton't flora
and fauna
20 laaua
22 Haavanly
24 By — of mouth
26 Qaxa Infantry
27 Train cara
31 Soathaa
35 Erta'a notghbor
36 Looaarobaa
36— jonofl
39 Llka aomo
chaoaa
40 Old Oar. monay
41 Mualcalaound
42 "Tha — Around
Ua"
43 Small bird
44 Coualnof
valvat
45 Klng'a fur
47 Chicago laka
49 Stanch
51 Aalan watght
52 "— than you
think"
56 Attacks from
abova
60 widow's ahara
61 Slgnofdlauaa
63 Llbartlna
64 Violln-makar
of Italy
65 Pagan imaos
66 Pound tha poat
67 Parson's word
66 Printer's naad
69 Fabric wortar
DOWN
1 Compatant
2 Dlsabl*
3 Farm maasura

Jr. 1993 "Distributed
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C1993 TriOune Meou Sen-ice*, inc
AM Right* Rtwvefl

4 Robin Hood's
lorast
5 Poatponas
6 Rawmlnsrsl
7 Falsehoods
8 Abatamant
9 Actor Eddla
and family
10 Evanlng party
11 Right away
12 Movtadog
13 Rapaat
21 Hoodlum
23 Tough quastlon
25 Tranafar
picture
27 Pursus
26 Boring tool
29 Fish
30 Mass. city
32 Surroundadby
33 Haavanly food
34 Qloss
37 Small In law
40 Bird sound
41 Custom msd*
43 Qraat laka
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BOUNDS;

by R.M. McWhlrk
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ARCUAEOU&STS UNCOVER
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44 Wlndad
•Kclamatlon
46 Landmasaas
48 Kingly aboda
50 Earn
52 Luplnoata
53 Tony Muaanta
TV rota

f^ER\CM Mf, ^ear 29oo

Spencer Green
Sfuxx*, rr is Aeoix>A*nix
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could help pick up the t^foragoodcsause.
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I i\ e hours of volunteer time
It'ssoeasytohelpynn
per week the standard of
community, when you think
giving in America.
about it.
w-i
(,oi involved with the
Millions of people have t •
helped make five percenl
lIVC svlVC* ^',llsl's vou care about
BJUHM im
and gjve five.
of their incomes and

Research works.

American Heart
Association
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SOUTHERN
FRONT
COMICS

T-SHIRTS
CARDS
POSTERS
GRAPHIC NOVELS

ADMINISTRATION
PLANS FOR
COLIECE RADIO

SUPERMAN IS BACK!

}. Jodi Philips
1 M. .MII I i.ipp
'i

WASTED
YOUTH.

All four of him!?!
Confused? Find out what's going on in Action Comics #687, Adventures of Superman #501, Man of Steel #22, and Superman #78.

GIVE
ANOTHER CHANCE.
GIVE BLOOD.

+

ONLY TOU CAN PRCVf NT FOWSI 'IKS *t

,

A v «fe v<v»» i* the USD* Fo<«I Service tnd
' fir li*r:tr-

Anastasia Xydens

6 I .iM Popperwill

APMriaaalUdCftti

Alsoonsale: Sandman #50 • X men Unlimited #1 • X-men #21 • X-forcB #23
115 West Third Street, Farmville / 392-9416

lonor Board
1. KL-MII Carey
2. Teuta Haxhaj

I'li^s QiTivcrs
ior (lass President
I. Susan O'Prandy

Senior Class Vice President
mi- Wright

el

Sophomore Class ('resident
A11 sun ROSS
Sophomore Class Vice President

April Ruse
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Baseball drops
three in a row

Lacrosse goes
undefeated
l.ongw(x>u"s undefeated lacrosse
learn improved lo 11-0 after a doubleovert unc. siKlden-dcath 14-13 win at
Bridgewtta Saturday. In doing so,
the Lady LjBCCn established a new
record lor wins in a season, eclipsing
IDC I''HI record ol 10 Also surpassed
was ilie record to most goals stored
(US, set in l'W2). I.ongwood now
has 144 goals with one game remaining.
"It was a well-played, intense game
by both teams," sard an exuberant
( IMI liSaiHlyUridgcmanaflcrtlichardfougbl win. "It was very exciting
game wiih a lot olcmolion and determination shown by us."
Hie liidy lancers held a slight 75 edge over the home team at the
liaJlumc intermission At the end ol
i emulation play, both teams were deadlocked at 11 goals each. Two threeminute periods followed, with the
iciins switching ends at the split. After
another tie, it was determined that a
three -minute sudden-death period
would follow. Longwood played
tough by not allowing a shot in this
period) while taking two of their own.
It was on the second shot that the Lady
I -iincers claimed victory.
I reshman Natalie Buritsch led all
scoars with seven goals, including
the game winner on a free position
taken after a foul on Bridgcwatcr.
With the seven goals, Buritsch added
her name to the record book for most
gotfl in a game in (Hie season. BuriLsch
surpassed former standout Lttl (mi
C')2-six goals) and is now third on the
list behind laciQIM great Sue QfOff
('X(> II ami nine gOlU)
Senior co captain Denise llanlcy
KHitibuted four goals of her own. with
classmate Tonia Harris adding one
goal and an assist Junior Anita
Warford had two goals, while fellow
attack wing Nora Limb also had an
assist
"(hice again, we played well in
pressuring the midficld and creating
turnovers," continued Bridgeman.

"Bndgcwatcr is a quality opponent
and we have to feel g<xxl in overcoming the challenge they presented to
us."
IKtensively. the I-anccrs stood tall
m only allowing B("s leading scorer
six goals.
"I am especially pleased in the
defense we played today," commented
Bridgeman. " Susie Lindsay was assigned lo cover their (BC) top scorer
and she did a nice job in helping to
stop the ball"
Junior Kim Chapman recorded 13
saves in goal for the I-ady lancers.
Chapman now has 55 denials for a
save percentage of .530 percent.
As the win column grows, so does
ilk- siat sheet Buritsch is the leading
point maker on the squad with 40
goals and six assists for 46 points
Warford has 30 goals and two assists
for 32 points, while fellow attack
player Denise Manley has scored 22
goals for 22 points. Defensively,
1 lanley leads the ground ball and draw
control departments with 63 and 22.
respectively. Lindsay is not far off the
pace with 59 ground balls and tied for
second in draw controls (15) with
Lamb.
(*i Tuesday the I.ongwood Lacrosse team look their 11-0 record
into their last game against Lynchburg
College. It was a see saw battle the
whole gamen and the score was tied at
10-10 with under a minute to go.
Longwood controlled the ball. With
the clock winding down, Tonia I larris
scored the game winning goal.
Ihe I.ady lancers had a perfect
season, the only on in the history of
I .ongwood Lacrosse. They bettered
their record from the previous year (92). which, up until then, had been their
best season in history. Thcl2-0mark
will be hard to top in the future, but the
lady lancers are sure to be up to the
challangc next year.

Lancers end season at
tournament
Ilie 1 ongwood College men's golf
team completed it's season (his past
weekend at the NCAA District II Division II Tournament at Pipe Stem
SUM

I'ark in Prtnuetup, w.Va.

man Lric Levin both shot 166 for the
two days, Moore with an 80-86 and
Levin with 89-77. Freshman Jon
Vaughn rounded out the five-man
team, shooting an 87-84-171.

The I miners linished sixth of six
uims at the tournament, shooting a
"I am very pleased with our seatwo round'? V J20 MS South Caro- son." said coach Steve Nelson. "We
lina \ikcn placed tirst with a 596 to- played competitively all year, which
tal (303-291), and Tom Kiienour of IS something each and every guy on
Slippery Rock was the tournament's this team can be proud of."
medalist, shootinga 70-71 141. three
"Steve (rule had an outstanding
siiokcs under p.n
year, and we will definitely miss him
Scmoi GO captains Steve ('rule and and Davidc next
I rank Davidc led the I anceis at (he season Lric I .evin had a great year
. lumpioiislups. Ciute shooting a 81- an. 111 m Vaughn will be a good one for
76-137 .uidDaudc potting 177-83 - us. so we really have a lot to look
W<0 JIIIIIOI Shawn Mooic and lush towifd to next season."

COLD SUBS

Bowman and Buritsch
named players of the week
Longwood baseball player Todd
Bowman and lacrosse player Natalie
Buritsch. who turned in outstanding
performances last week in their respective sports, have been named coLongwood College Plavers of the
Week tor the period April 11-18.
Player of the week is chosen by the
I .ongwood sports information office.
Bowman blasted four homers in
three games and drove in nine runs as
the Lancers beat Christopher-Newport 18-3. but last at Wofford. At
CNU. Bowman went 4-6 with a pair of
homers and drove in five runs. Sunday against Wofford (he senior first
baseman had a two-run homer in each
contest.
Now the Lancer home run leader
with eight this season. Bowman is
hitting .358 with five doubles, two
triples and 26 RBI. A graduate of

Women's
tennis 6-1

I-ongwood's women's tennis team
headed intoits final match of the spring
at Randolph-Macon Tuesday with a
6-1 record. The Lady lancers suffered their first loss of the spring Sunday at Roanoke when the Maroons
took a 7-2 triumph. Longwood
bounced back to clip visiting Mollins
9-0 Monday in Farmvillc.
A match with
Lynchburg scheduled for last Thursday was not played because of a scheduling conflict. Coupled with a 7-1
record in the fall, Longwood's 6-1
spring mark gives it a 13-2 ledger for
the year.
Gaining singles wins for Longwood Monday were No. 1 Jenny Holm,
No. 2 Melanie Saunders, No. 3 Kelley
Regan, No. 4 Jennifer Whitlow, No. 5
Amy Thomas and No. 6 Kris Stevens.
Starting with Holm, now 6-1, and
going down the line, all the Lady
1-ancers have winning singles marks
this spring Saunders. Regan, and
Whitlow are also 6-1 while Thomas
and Stevens are 3-2.
In doubles, I OOfWOOd has lost only
two matcks this season. Holm and
Regan are 6-1, Whitlow and Jenny
Divma are 3-0, and Whitlow and
Saunders 4-0.

MKATBA1 I

STEAK &CHEESI
RIB B-Q (Our recommended choice)
Add Bacon...
Putney Square
Shopping Center

SUBWAY
392-8868

Halifax County High School, Bowman has ripped 23 homers in his 3ycar career at Longwood and ranks
sixth on the team's all-time home run
list. He now calls Radford, Va. home.
He's majoring in political science.

freshman Leads Lacrosse Ttam
In Storing
Buritsch scored seven goals, including the game-winner in overtime,
as Longwood edged Bridge- water
14-13 in sudden-death Saturday to
maintain an 11-0 season. The rookie
is now third on the Longwood list for
goals in a game behind Sue Groff who
scored 14 in one game and nine in
another in 1986.
Longwood's scoring leader with
40 goals and six assists, Buritsch had
six goals in a 15-3 romp over Mary
Baldwin April 7 and five in last
Tuesday's 19-18 win at RandolphMacon. A graduate of Chesapeake
High School in Pasadena, Md.,
Buritsch is majoring in psychology
and special education.

1.00
2.79
2.99
2.49
l 69
2.69
2.99
2.99
2.99

Facilities Include:
►Cardiovascular Equipment
►Nutritional Analysis
►Stationary Machines
►Pro Shop
►Wolff System Tanning Beds

4.49
3.99
2.99
4.29
4.99
4.49

j.99
4.59

1.59

4.59
2.89

BLYl-GETlKorWc ~l 1.89

3.39

►Free Weights
►Aerobics Classes
►Personal Training
►Seminars - Monthly

$99 Fall Semester
No Initiation Fee!

2.00

4.39

Terriers' 9-4 and 7-6 sweep. Taking
advantage of its cozy home field,
Wofford had five homers for the day
as did the lancers.
I .aiighlm hit two homers and drove
in four runs in the opener and came
back with a two-run shot in the second
game. Jason Gross took the first
game loss and senior Kyle Weaver
lost for just the second time this season in the nightcap. Todd Bowman
had a homer in each game for Longwood and Matt Martinez hit two homers in the second contest for the Lancers. Mike Madden hit a pinch-hit
homer in the fifth when the Lancers
rallied for five runs. Bowman now has
eight homers for the season to lead
I .ongwood.
Winning its 11 til game in a row,
I .ong wood had defeated homestanding
Christopher-Newport 18-3 last
Wednesday as Bowman and Shawn
Jones ripped a pair of home runs each.
I .ongwood got a career day from Bowman. The first baseman went 4-6 with
a double, two homers and five RBI.
Weaver, with relief help from Flippen.
picked up the victory Wednesday.
Longwood's leading hitters are:
ChrisTyson(.377,7doubIes,15RBI),
Shawn Jones (.375, 26 RBI, 7 homers), Todd Bowman (.358,5 doubles,
8 homers, 26 RBI), Jeff Toms (.345,
28 runs, 13 RBI, 10-10 stolen bases),
BrianBassctt(.333.19RBI.3doubles,
3triples).TerryTaylor(.316.31RBI.
6 doubles, 18-18 stolen bases), and
Chris Hatcher (.308, 3 doubles).
Leading the Lancer pitchers arc
Kyle Weaver (82. 59 strikeouts, 2.13
era., and seven complete games),
freshman Jason Gross (3-1,4.78), and
freshman Greg Goodlin. (2-0, 3.70).

ULTIMATE
FITNESS

HONEY WHEAT OR
ITALIAN BREAD

I oi rWICE the meat, JUS! sa\ "Super" ...add...
BMT (ham. genoa salami. pepperoni, bologna)
SUBWAY Q I IB (rOMl beef, turkey, ham)
SPICY ITALIAN (genoa salami, pepperoni)
COLD CUT COMBO (ham salami, bologna - all turkey based)
TUNA
SEAFOOD & CRAB
BBQ PORK
HAM & CHEESE
ROAST BEE
TURKEY BREAST
VEGGIE

HOT SUBS

Natalie BuriLsch

Todd Bowman

Longwood's baseball team lost
weeks of momentum in the space of
two days Sunday and Monday as the
I aacetl dropped three games in a row,
after winning 11 straight.
Following double defeats at
Wofford Sunday, the Lancers dropped
a 20-2 decision to CT AA champ Norfolk State Monday afternoon at
home. It was LC's worst defeat since
a 19-0 shellacking at the I Jnivcrsity of
Richmond in 1985.
The lancers, with the season winding down, traveled to North Carolina
A&T Tuesday for two games.
Wednesday, Virginia State is sched
uled to visit for a 1:00 double-header
Saturday. Longwood travels north to
Baltimore for a twinbill with Coppin
State. Sunday at 2:00 Wofford will
play a single game in i-armville. All
Longwood games are open to the public at no charge.
Norfolk State moved its record to
23-7 and won for the 12th time in a
row Monday at Lancer Stadium. The
Spartans jumped ahead 7-0 after two
innings and were up 13-0 by the end of
four. Outfielders Brian Fdlow and
Alex Oates combined for three homes
and nine RBI as the Spartans collected
21 hits against four Lancer
pitchers. Edlow had a pair of two-run
homers and five RBI total. Lancer
starter Wyatt Flippen absorbed the
defeat. He's now 3-4.
Shawn Jones had two hits for the
I.ancers, including a triple. The Norfolk State victory avenged a 5-31 .ongwood win in Norfolk back in March.
Wofford put an end to Longwood's
11-gamc win streak Sunday in a
twinbill in Spartanburg, S.C. as Justin
I anghl in hit three homers to pace the

•Aerobic step classes
$70 Fall semester
•LC students come in for a
FREE workout with this ad.
Now is the Perfect Time to Plan Your
ULTIMATE FITNESS PROGRAMI

II -M IW HKI M>

r

Hu\ .in> nb or iaiad Md .i medium
drink (la .i MCOQd Hit) a --.II.KI ml
equal a leua price) fioi onl) 99t
Off« goodM Putney Squire Shopping
( cnlci Subw j\ oiil\

■suBUjnv

,tt\i cuupunt IX dlKOUMl

1.99 4.79
3 59 5.69
.50 1.00

i 7fu fnsk
I cinative

Mon-Fri
Sat
Sun

Hours
6:00AM - 9:00PM
9:00AM - 6:00PM

_

392-PUMP
^

1 :OOPM - 6:OOPM Congratulations Grads!
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ATHLETES OF THE YEAR
Bryan Weaver, Senior
Male Athlete of the Year

Ana Litton, Junior
Female Athlete of the Year

Cassie Ensley, Junior
Student Athlete of the Year

High School: Denbigh
Hometown: Newport News, Va.
Sport: Basketball
Position: Center
Major: History

High School! James Wood
Hometown: Winchester, Va
Sport: Basketball and Softball
Position: Guard/Forward and
Centerfield, respectively
Major: Sociology/Criminal Justice

High School: Albert I uistcm
Hometown: Olney, Md.
Sport: Basketball
Position: Guard
GPAi V-eMajor: Modem I .anguage

Nobody even comes close to the outstanding athletic performance that this
athlete has put forth. Ana Litton personifies sportsmanship, leadership,
and athleticism. She has been ;i solid
player in two sports for Longwixnl
college and she has set records in both.
For the basketball team, she scored
595 points on the season which is one
point from tying the Longwood record.
Litton averaged 22 points per game
which ranked second in Longwood
history. She made 242 field goals
which is a Longwood record. Ana's
career scoring average is 14 points per
game which ranks fifth in the history
for the Lady Lancers basketball team.
She had 46 three-point field goals this
season which ranks third all-time and
her 83 steals ranks fourth, Litton has
already scored 1067 points in her three
year career at Longwood and thai
makes her the eighth highest scorer in
the record books. She is only 503
points from becoming the all-time
leading scorer. Ana was named the
Freshman Athlete of the Year two
years ago and gained an Honorable
Mention All-State VaSID last year.

Four games into the season, Cassk
I -.nsley sustained a season -ending knee
injury. In the four games she played
she scored 70 points, averaging 17.5
points per game Knsley has 753 career points. When she was unsure ol
the magnitude of her injury. Cattle
continued to practice with the team.
After she discovered that the injury
was season-ending, Ensley took on
Ihe role of being a student-coach. She
never missed a trip ;tnd continued to
support her team. Alter being named
co-MVP last season, Cassie was hoping to have another good year. A
stroke of bad luck cut her season short
'throughout all of this hardship. (lassie
maintained to do well in the class

1-eadcr. There is no other word to
describe Bryan Weaver. Maybe scrapper or husUer, but the word leader
docs him justice. Unlike most players, he doesn't judge his personal success on how many points he scores,
ratheron two different categories I >id
the team win, and how many rebounds
did he pull down. He was definitely
successful this year under those terms.
Fie led the team to their best record in
five years with a mark of 17-10. He
put himself in the record books by
becoming the fourth all time leading
career rebounder with 595 career rebounds. He averaged 7.5 rebounds a
game which was the team's best. He
was named National I )i vision II Player
of the Week last year when he stored
58 points and had 20 rebounds in two
games. His performance this year
earned him an Honorable Mention to

the NCAA Division II AU-American
Team. Weaver is 11th all time in
poyits scored with 918. The reason
why Bryan has been selected for The
Rotunda Male Athlete of the Year is
because he does everything the stat
sheets can't show. He's the team
leader on and off the court, he husUes,
he dives for loose balls, he gives 110%
in every game, and his attitude is that
of a winner. No player is more deserving of this award.

Her outstanding season awarded her
the honor of being an NCAA Division
II AU-American Finalist. That's not
all. She is a very impressive softball
playcias well. Litton plays centerfield
for the Lady Lancer softball team.
This season she batted .309 (fourth on
the team), and had 18 RBI (first on the
team), 4 doubles, 4 triples, and 1 home
run. Ana has a career .328 batting
average. She received team MVP
honors her freshman year in which
she set the school record for doubles
with8. In high school. Ana was named
The Winchester Star Player of the
Year and she gained All-District Area,
and Region honors.
We are glad to name Ana Litton
The Rotunda Female Athlete of thv
XSJU.

Charles "Soup" Brown, Junior

Mark Helberg, Sophomore

Jason Casano, Senior

High School: Osbourn Park
Hometown: Dumfries, Va.
Sport: Wrestling
Weight Class: 190/177 lbs.
Major: Mathematics

High School: North Babylon
Hometown: North Babylon, NJ
Sport: Soccer
Position: Back

Helberg, the youngest of The Rotunda Alhlctca ul the Ycai, has a very bnght future
After sustaining a fractured elbow last year
and missing the Virginia State Championships and the Division II Southeast Regional,
Mark returned this year with vengeance. Hit
24-11 record this season was the best of any
other Lancer wrestler. He took second place
at the VMI Keydet Invitational and at the
Washington and Lee Invitational . He
wrestled in the 190 pound weight class in
both meets. Mark swiped first place in the
177 pound class at both the Virginia Stale
Collegiate Tournament and the Division II
Southeast Regional tournament These wins
qualified him for the NCAA Division II
Nationals. Despite two losses at ihe Nation
als, Mark is looking forward to return to the
mats at Nationals for the next two years.

Major: Finance
On a team where five or six freshman start,
there has to be senior leadership. Casano, an
experienced veteran, led the young Lancer
Soccer Team to 10-8-1 overall record and
helped them go undefeated (5-0) in Ihe VISA
Eastern Division. Casano, who was an AllVISA Eastern Division selection last two
years, was one of the tri-captains of this
team. He scored 3 goals in 17 attempts, and
had 1 assist to give him 7 points on the
season. He started all 16 games in which he
played. Jason was the MVP Defender in the
South Side Soccer Classic last year. He is
one of the teams best defenders Coach Stan
Cieplinslri is going to miss Jason Casano's
leadership next year.

room Ha 3 96 grade point average
ranks the highest of all athletes, a
mark worthy of being mentioned and
awarded. Ihe NCAA granted < Castle
an extra year of eligibility She will
certainly be welcomed back to the
team next year We are proud u> name
Cassie Ensley]

High School: Burton
Hometown: Williamsburg. Va.
Sport: Basketball
Position: Guard/Forward
Major: Social Work

Stephen (rule. Senior

David Chiles, Sophomore

High School: Bluestone
Hometown: Clarksvillc, Va.
Sport: Golf
Stroke Average (season): 77.6
Major: Physical Education

High School: Robinson
Hometown: Burke, Va
Sport: Tennis
Seating: #l/#2
Major: Psychology

Consistency. If you looked up this word in
the dictionary you would see a picture Sieve
Crute swinging a golf club. His fall stroke
average was 77.5, and in Ihe spring it was
77.6. Crute's stroke average this year was
the third best in Lancer history In 21 rounds
this season Crute slipped over 80 only seven
limes. Among his other credentials for Athlete of the Year honors arc being chosen First
Team All-State College Division in 1992
and winning the Slate Championship in 1991.
Being one of the most dedicated golfers.
Steve is definitely a candidate for learn MVP
and Division II NCAA All- American

Despite a dismal season for the Men's Lancer
Tennis team, this student showed promise.
Dave Chiles split playing the number one
and two positions for this years team. This is
Chiles first year playing for Coach Stan
Cieplinski. He had a 3-4 record in singles
and 3-3 for doubles In high school he was a
First Team All-District selection and MVP
ofthc Robinson High School Tennis Team in
1989-1990. Only a sophomore, Chiles still
has many years lo contribute the tennis team
here at Longwood.

It's one thing for a player to play with confidence, aggressiveness, and intensity ll is
another when he bestows these attributes in
young players. "Soup" is an intense competitor who will do anything to win, and yet
he is a team player whose work ethic is
impeccable. I.ast year's team MVP. Brown
returned this year to lead Ihe learn in points
pergame(l3.3)justashedidayearago(13.4
ppg). After only playing for two years,
Brown is only 266 points from reaching the
1000 point mark. If he reaches this milestone
he could be only the tenth player in
Longwood's history to score 1000 points
Soup's other stals include 4.5 rebounds per
game, 3 assists per game, and he led the team
in steals with 38. Next year, the team will he
losing senior captain Brian Weaver, and sennit Chuck I .istei Coach Ron Can will he
looking for someone to lead this learn 1 OCA
no further coach. Soup is your man

Kyle Weaver, Senior
High School: llalilax
Hometown: llalilax. Va

snort: Baseball
Position: Pitcher

Major: Finance
Kyle has got his name all ovci the reiool
books 'lite baseball season has yet to end.
but as of now Kyle is lied for third in career
wins (26). fourth in career earned run aver
age (3 41), fourth in career strike outs (146),
fourth in career innings pikhed (217), and
fifth in walks per seven innings (1.9) Some
of Weaver's single season marks sol this year
will place him in record hiKiks .is well Mis
earned ran average (2 13) is the third best in
lancer history, along with his 56 strike outs
Cili best). 8 wins (4th best), 67 innings
pitched (6th best), and I 25 walks per seven
innings ('id lx-st( He has a 26-7 CUM
record as a I anier pitchei I his season Kyli
is Coach Buddy Holding's "go lo" guy
Weaveris8-2with2saves He has been used
in a variety ol roles In ihe twenty seven
games played Weaver has apprared in thu
leen and only started eight times I le has kept
this years I ancerbav-li.il I learn In contention
for a regional tournament bid Kyle's play
has definitely made him a iandnlale I
MVPand an NCAA Division II All Amen
can selection He was an llonoiable Men
HOB lot iht AVfii/iiAi Malt Athlete ul Lbc

Charity Owens, Freshman
Anita Warlord, Junior
High School: North Stafford
Hometown: Stafford, Va.
Sport: LaCTOMC
Position: Attack Wing
Major: Math and Psychology
On a team that was undefeated, Anita
Warford was an important player She h.is
slartedeverygameinthelasttwoyears I his
season she scored 30 goals and had 2 assists,
which adds up to 32 points Warford con| trolled 99 ground balls in the past two yean
Coming off their 9-2 season in 1992 (which
was the lacrosse teams beat record through
\ 1992). Warford led Ihe lady lancer's to a
feet season of 12-0 Anila also played
Geld hockey for Longwood. Al North
^afford High School she led then field
ckey learn lo consecutive District Re
n. and Slate titles Anita was J Bask I i
[Lady lancer field hockey team Shehad
I assists on the year and she started every
game Her leadership of the field hockey
and lacrosse team was very essential to (heir

High School: Loudoun Valley
Hometown: Hamilton, Va.
Sport: Basketball
Position: Forward
Major: Psychology and Special
Fducation
This freshman started in all twenty-seven
games Charity Owens showed poise and
confidence in her first season at the colle
giale level Her 262 rebounds this season is
third best in Ihe history of the I jcly lancers
She averaged 9.7 rebounds per game which
ranked 5th all tune for rebound average in a
season.
Owens averaged 66 points per
game wiih 178 total points on the season
With increased offensive performance.
Owens could be the first Lady I anter lo have
1000 points and 1000 rebounds for her career In high school, Charity was a two time
All I hMrul selection in basketball She was
a District Champ in the 400 meter for her
high school track team for three consecutive
years Her athletic ability allows hertoplay
on a higher level than most people expect
She should be a key asset for Ihe team in the
future

Mari Willen, Sophomore

Jenny Holm, Senior
Missy Moran, Junior
High School: First Colonial
Hometown: Virginia Beach Vl
Sport: Field Hockey
Position: Midlii'ld
Major: Biology/Pre Med.
Missy Moran led I he field hoc key team to it's
heat record in five years She has 39 career
starts in which she has scored II career
goals This year she led the team in g
assists (9), and total points (25) She was
named field hockey MVP || l
was named tothe 2nd Team NCAA I >
II All American Team At first t
High School, Missy was named to the AllBeach and All-Region teams Pleld hockey
Coach Sandy Bndgeman will be happy to
see Moran return for another season and
perhaps lead a young team to there best
season ever

High School: Menchvillc
Hometown: Newport News, Va
Sport: Tennis
Seating: Ml
Major: Physical I ducaUon
the Lady I aiRci lennis team hail a very
successful season with a 6 I record Jenny
Holm is a big reason for this success Holm
played* I in singles since bet Iteshmanyear
She played # 1 doubles with Kelly Regan this
season Jenny has been named CO-MVP
she had a singles record this season of

H 2 which Mi

n record i

ihlcs record was 9 I this season In
high school she earned Peninsula District
Player of the Year honor
Finance
this season may give her an NCAA 11
II All American nomination
All choices were made by the Rotunda
editorial staff All IUI
latt was
updated as of 4

High School: ChoptiCOfl
Hometown: Mec hanicsville, Md
Sport: Softball and field Hockey
Position: Left held and Midlicltl.

respectively

CharlaiM CottMt, Sophomore

Major: lliol
Man Will'-n

-machine

i I year while limling Iht team in
arithflvc I his year Willen hit <75
with 2 home runs and I'. Hill She struck >MJI
ll hat I hat
ratio on the learn Mail was named I'la)U of
Iht Week b\ '
Spoitl
Information1
I irch7
14 Man al
here al
• MI this season, where hi
fifteen games in which she played Willen
•I and K goals in |u
with a goal
average of 51 whut
M She
had a total of l7pDilM
school M
in field hockey ami softball She is clearly a
key player on both teams She was an hon
i f< * IhcRi'iAiiiitilziuj.

High Schoctl I .nniioiii
Hometown: (ape I own, S Aim i
S|x>rt: Gall
Stroke Average: 80.9
Major: History
One of the many I

men
Ignite
n for an

a long way lobes.ome tlu
N(>< A All American |Jayei Inhigt
"
indiofl
ball She was named byjib Woman ul [^
YoU for the ;
( hail.i.'
II
is 81 I She
is only i
nueto

•
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Beverry Hilda AbdusSabur
Scott Pamth A bell
DOOM Mine Acree
Michael Wayne Adams
Richard Janet Adam
Susan Michtle Aimg
Curtis Lee Aldenoo
Walter Norm Aldford,Jr
Dianna Bowman Alia
Stefanie Gwen Altaian
Chntuna Mane Almond
Charles Roger Andenon. Jr
Heidi Jo Andenon
Jennifer Shane Andenon
Julie Collette Andenon
Ralph Robin Andenon
William LOUII Andenon, DJ
Chen Lynn Andre
Chrimne Marie Antal
Tracey Mane Annwood
Virginia Shannon Amok)
Holly Anne Asbury
Karen Suzanne Aakew
Susan Anne Atknton
Edith Ashlock Auitta
Kathenne Marie Austin
Heather Leigh Babbitt
Cynthia Patton Baber
Kathleen Ann Badger
Timothy Wendell Bagley
Sylvia Stewart Bailey
Mindy Brook Ban
Wendy Lee BaaGregg Carl Baird
Ibomas Richard Baker
Lynda Collier Baldndge
link) Cam Bahnt
Knstnu Mane Ballard
MihclleLeeBanat
Cary Hightower Barksdale. Jr
Roche lie Lynne Bamett
Shem Ann Barnette
Catherine Regina Baroody
Tracy Renee Barwalt
Jamie Lynn Balle
April Jean Beamer
Nancy Carol Beane
Elizabeth Joanne Bear
Diane Mahanet Beasley
Laura Beckman
Tonya Jean Belcher
Amie Bebveau
Rchard Phillips Bell, V
John Dean Beoloo, Jr.
Audrey CiRlin Berg
JoLynn Denise Neanhg Berge
Michael David Berry
Vncent Michael Besceglia, Jr
Matthew Tikon Betz
Mark Edward Bibbee
Kathleen Hancock Diggers
Romona Carole Biller
Thomas Darnel Birchen, IV
Amy franklin BnndeUi
Beth Allison Black
Joel Eugene Dallas Black
Carolyn Anne Blackmon
Teresa Elaine Blackwell
Connie Sue Blevms
Stephen Edward Blood
Joanne Chuchek Blue
Christine Earle Brythe
Lisa Ann Bobko
Siefani Jae Lavitt Bomar
Faith Mane Bond
Colette Rose Mane Boring
Envin Erhardt Bork, Jr
Mary Elaine Boswell
Sandra West Boswell
Martha Hundley Bowln
Carol Keesee Bowman
Matthew Todd Bowman
Angela Scott Boyd
David Bowman Boyer
Rebecca J. Bradford
Susan E Bradley
Jennifer Rebecca Brady
Angela Denise Brame
Karen Lynn Brandt
Kmberry Jo Brandyberry
Gayle Nevooe Hunt Breakley
John William Breitbeil
Alisa Beth Bnckln

Sandra Kay Bntt
Katheme Jean Brown
Michelle Dior Bruegge
Beth Alison Bryant
Jennifer Lyn Buckley
Julie Mane Burkett
Belinda I.eigh Burton
Marjone Elizabeth Butler
Sharon Mane Butler
Tracy Lynn Butts
Catherine Julia Ninette Byen
Kathenne S Cabaniss
Sara Beth Cady
Sandra Glasscock CaUahan
Angela Sue Campbell
Dana Carol Campbell
Mary Catherine Campbell
Wanda White Campbell
Carol Michelle Campo
/nan Garrett Caplan
Kathenne Medina Cancofe
Natalie Lynn Carlson
Amy Marie Sacra Can

Anne Sprinkle Can
Mary Weal Can
Kevn Todd Carraway
Lnda AmCamllo
Amy Kathryn Carter
Wanda Faye Anderson Carter
Jason Charles Casano
Paula Mane Casey
Jennifer Bizahetfa Cash
Faith Anne Cassidy
Carol Woodson Chandler
Thomas Franklin Chandler
Anne Lews Chilton
David Choi
Pamela Perkins Christian
Shelly Ann Church
Helen Sparks Cielakie
I ara Cnstn Cini
Breoda Hamlette Clark
Jackie Louise Clark
Candle Annette Clary
Brian Mark Clemmons
Cecil Gray Stephen Coales
Tanya Lynn Coghill
Catsie Rebecca Cohen
Jenny Lee Collins
Ines Mercedes Colom
Ann Cecilia < otsch
Anne Catherine Comerford
Tara Mane Confalone
Wendy Jo Conner
Matthew Robert Cooke
Matthew Darrell Coons
Carol Joan Cooper
Tunothy Robert Cooper
Darlene Walker Cooler
Sean Michael Copeland
Bonnie Jean Council
Dana Mane Council
AndnencOe Eprs Cousin
Lisa Marlowe Covington
Monica Lee Craft
Maura Lynch Cravey
April Anne Crawley
Sco« William Cray
Charla Faulkner Crews
Tamara Leonard Crews
Martha Wingfiekl Cross
Elizabeth Anne Crow
Craig Joseph Cunningham
Mary Kathenne Dailey
Ann Elizabeth Owen Dalton
I ucinda Karen Dampeer
Bemu Jo Daniels
Ellen Mane Darden
Denise C Daubenspeck
Patrick David Daugbenty
Robert lance Daughtry
Bryce J Davis
Caren Michelle Davis
Gwendolyn Calhleen Davs
Jana Drew Davis
Lauren Aleiis Davis
Trent C. Davis
Jennifer Anne Franco Davson
Dma Michelle Dawson
Todd Andrew Deaver
Can Charlene Dellinger
Jennifer Dempsey
Kathy Ann Desmett
Matthew P Desmond
Daniel James Deutch
Debra Ann Devine
Angela Kay Dickenon
Karen Lee Dickinson
Cynthia Carol Didlake
Tara Mane Dieter
Douglas Bnan DiManno

Kevn Matthew Doley
Beverly Joan Daniel Dooley
Melissa Ann Dooley

Melanie Leigh Doyal
Robert Doyle
KeUy Elizabeth Drake
Karen Mane Drewes

C. Timothy Dnver
Cartisa Gayle Dudley
Ann Elder Duffer
Mary Agnes Duley
Courtnay Monioue Dunn
Katnna Halfield Dunn
Jerdon Pamsh Durham
Benjamin Todd Dyer
Lisa Renee Dyson
Theresa Jeanetle Eacbo
Robn Doreen Fames-Glasby
Kathy Uwu Early
Brenda Crawford East
Michelle Eddy
Lisa Lynn Edmonds
Tonya Renee Edmonds
Kmberly Marie Edwards
Randall W Edwards
Kmberry Jane hlbon
1 .inda Fore Elder
Jeffrey David Ellington
Mary Elizabeth Brewer Elliott
Pamela Lynn III*
Paula Kay Frwn
Jennifer Lynn Evans
MerandaG Evans
Shawn Duane Evans
Sherry Mane Evans
Tiffany Lynn Evans
Tracey Lee Evans
Wilham Todd Even

Julie Lee Ezzell
Teresa A Farias
Michael James Faul
Harron F.vona Fells
Lisa Sherronda Helton
David Wayne Ferguson
Shannon Mary Fernoyle
Matthew Charles Field
David Joseph Einney
Gregg DeWsa Fisher
Mary Carter Dava Hisher
Am Mane Fleshman
Matthew Sean Fletcher
Linda Darlene Whitlow Foster
David Michael Fowler
Robert Samuel How Ikes
Tracey laVeme Fowkles
Martha Elizabeth Freeman
Arthur James Frizzell
Susan Elizabeth Frost
Angela Irene Frye
Kristin Leigh Fulcber
David Grant Fuller
Mary Helen Schofield Fulton
Carolyn Walters Hunderburk
Donna Jo Hunk
Sila Gadryaram
Kimberry Hope Gaffos
Patricia Am Gardner
Shannon Renee Gardner
Shem Renee Gardner
Susan Mary Gamer
Carey Lynn Gant
Deborah Jean Gascon
Sherry Lynne Gale wood
Orville Clemente Gatti, Jr
Stephen Lloyd Gavn
Kimberry Am Gear
Christine Mane Geary
Betsy Braden Gee
Amy Lynn Geron
I .yiin Michelle Gianni
Ashley Hunter Gibby
MeKin Douglas Gibson, Jr.
Bomie Reinhardt Gilliam
David Augustus Gleitz
Scott Robert Glisson
Liu Natali Goehner
Kathenne Lynn Goggins
Linda Mudge Golembsky
Laura Anne Goodell
Kimberry high Graves
Sarah Catherine Gravitt
Alicia Lynn Green
Karen Jo Green
Shannon Lorena Green
Slaci Lynn Greene
Susan Fneda Gregon
Whitney Lynne Greismger
Kathenne Tyler Gnffin
Juanita Gordon Gnzzard
Chnstine Memtt Gronke
Shawn Michael Grove
Deborah Am Gulick
Tara Mane Gurley
Jennifer Am Gwazdauskas
LeifGuslavGylleohoff
Leslie Mane Hafer
Elizabeth Am Haigh
Craig Whitney Hale
Jemifer Dawn Hale
Todd Michael Haley
Angela Dawn Hall
Can Lee Hall
Dwight Patnc Hall
James West Hall
Melanie Jo Hall
Kevn Scot! Halle.
Fairfania l.ym Hamilton
Robert James Hammenchmidt
Shelli Virginia Hammock
Paige Watkms Harmon
■"an Annellanzl
Stephanie l.ym Harbourt
Nancy Paige Hardie
Dune Mane Hardston
Juliama Marsh Hardy
Cynthia Lym Harper
Gaynell Arlington Harper
Cheryl Deneene Harris
Claudia Moore Hams
James Frederick Harris
Stacey Lym Hams
Charles Anuwat Harvey
Jennifer Gayle Harvey
Trad I« Hastell
Knsty Lym Curry Halfield
Paula Wood Haueostein
Am Renee Heun
Karen Duon Heodenon
Estelle Delons BUnion Hendncks
VsrgmaA Henry
James 1 Joyd Herzog
Gerald Dwayne Hess
Alicia Paulettc Hewitt
KeUee Gale Hicks
Terry Alan Higgms
Brian George Hill
Gilda Denise Hue
Sara Jane Hoback
Courtney high Hodges
Sarah Slayton Hodges
Michael Allen Hogan
Julie Christine Holland
Shannon Michelle Holley

Janet Sue Holman
Mark Alan HoU
Tamara Diane Hood
George Gottesleben Hooper
Susan Hyler Hoskins
Elizabeth Anne Hoskinson
Thomas Ahram Houchuis, Jr
Jason Elliott I lout/
Teresa Lynn Hudson
William Frederick Huebner
Sierlm Wayne Hull
Daphne Ware Huffner
Colette I .aveme Hughes
Cony Hankmson Hughes
Philippia Happy Hull
Herbert Doming Hunt
Wilham Elgin Ivie
Brenda Lee Jackson
Brenda I-ee Jackson
Mary Estelle Southard Jackson
Michelle Lee Jackson
Tracy Jacoby
Shara Lym James
Vivian Leigh Ramsey James
Susan Gayle Jenkins
Linwood W Jemngs
Robin Lym Jensen
Edison Sung llyoh Jinn
Jennifer Anne Johns
Monica Lynn Johns
Anna Chris Burnett Johnson
Basil Harvey Johnson. Ill
Dana Pntchard Johnson
Jan-Mane Johnson
Sarah Bailey Johnson
Seth Gabriel Johnson
Stacey Lym Johnson
Susan Lym Johnson
Wilham CUggett Johnson, Jr
Robert James Johnston, III
Barbara McCrary Jonas
AngeU Chnsceba Jones
AngeU Michelle Jones
Jennifer I-eigh Jones
Kevin Eugene Jones
Kimberry Elizabeth Jones
Mary Knstiann Jones
Paul Wenger Jones, IV
Sharon Elizabeth Jones
Shawn l.indel Jones
Rebecca Faith Jordan
Adrian Douglas Joye
I inda Jane Jupe
Donna Denise Kee
Tracey (Jo Lott) Kellam
Amanda Gillilan Kelly
Christopher Joseph Kelly

Dune Jones Langston
Jerome Simon lalell
Susan Myen lawman
Carol-Am Whitfield Iawson
Mary Heather I.each
Rebecca Lee Ledford
Michelle Lym Lee
Darlene Jill I x-fller
Wendy Ann hhnian
Wendy Gail I ronaid
Karen Ixnnse letsinger
Manlyn Renee Lewis
Oishu Li
Tracy Meinhard I ndsey
Michelle Renee I.neweaver
Kmberry Ruth Ijnger
I aura Noelle Littleton
Amy Melissa Lo. le
Shawn Kirk [.ockhart
Andee Thompson I xxk wood
Lisa Kay Lockwood
Cathrruie S l.ooney
Jeffrey Harrison 1-oveUce
Janice Dawn I-ovell
Slephe n Thomas 1 us k
Wendy Sue Lyle
Rebecca Faye Lythgoe
June Mane Macaluso
Michael Edmond Macfarlane
Melissa Mane Mainville
Karen Lethe Major
Vrguiia R Majors
Danielle Monique Manfre
Elizabeth Louise Mam
Gregory Allen Mann
Jenifer Phillips Mann
Alisa Anne Markham
Jennifer Markham
Am Kalhcnne Marks

Jeffrey Scott Nunnally
Shannon Rcid Nunnally
Kelly A OBnen
Amy high O'Neill
Carol Am 0'Regan
Kelly Gale O'Reilly
Annette 1-utz Oaket
Janice I. Ockerman
KeUy Jean Organ
Tracy LeeOsbome
Mendy Dawn Owen
Cynthia Kay Owens
Tracey Colleen Pataiore
Shelby Canada Pannell
Craig Jung Park
Sara Knstn Parker
Wilham Henry Parker
Shen Am Parks
Debra Reese Pear, :e
Benjamin Augustus Pedenen
Susan Rae Pendleton
Calhennc McKay Pentenon
Alrlliea Irene Perkins
Sherry I-ee Perkins
Stephanie Jill Petenon
Candace Elizabeth Peitus
Evelyn Dianne Peyton
Patncu Mane Pbelan
Gary Pelhani Phillips
Jemifer Lym Phillips
Shem Reynolds Pillow
Maii.li Lym Png
David lawrence Place
Sheila Fuller Pulhamus
James Francis Popek. II
Tncia Am Popular
Christopher H Porter
Carver Lee Ports
Rachel Am Pom

Tara Leigh Short
Joan Elizabeth Shorten
Cyrus William Shorn
Penny Sue Shumaker
Brett Nathanial Simmons
Edward Gamer Simmons, Jr.
Jennifer Lee Sttterman
Jennifer Mane Skelton
Knsten Renee Small
Chnstopher Allen Smiley
Amy Lym Smith
Amy Mane Smith
Barbara Swift Smith
Chnstine Gail Smith
Delons Bigger Smith
Flame M Smith
Karen Sue Smith
Michele Lym Smith
Rchard N Smith
Shawn Lamont Smith
John Mark SoldevUla
Jennifer Angeunc Colette Sprague
Richard Wayne Spring. Jr
Stephanie Lym Sprouse
Tracy Lynette St John
Winifred Am Stabunki
Robert Michael Standley
Christina Maria Stanley
Janice Ayen Stanley
Joseph William Stanley, D
Chnstopher Paul Stapleton
Mark Darwin States
Gregory Delmai Sialon
Cathy Am Stec
George Thomas Slech
Judith Chnsta Si.-. Ii
Stephanie Suzettc Stephens
Karen Grajewski Stilen
Jeffery David Simpson

Seth John Wheeler
Donna Louise White
John Thomas While, Jr.
PameU Mane While
Julius Maurice Whitehead
Wilham H Whitehurst
Stacy Am White ry
James Sebastian Whiterre
Anita Am Whitney
Julie Michelle Wiley
Brent Harrison Willard
Danielle Renee Williams
Megan Elaine Williams
Monica Smith Williams
Robert Seal Williams
Sarah Gayle Russell Williams
Scotl Allen Williams
Deborah Sue Wilson
Peggy Anne Wilson
Phyllis Ebzabeth Wibon
Tonya Denise Wilton
Michael Vance Wndbiel
TaraWimen
Mark Lee Wotcott
Ame Leigh Woka
Barbara Jean Edmunds Womack
Deknartn Page Womack
Sara Rachel Wood
Elizabeth Anne Woodley
Lisa Kimberry Woods
MeUnie Lee Woolcott
Joseph Gibbs Wornom
Amanda Elizabeth Wright
Keith Durwin Wnght
Paul Martin Wnght
Tracy Lea Young
Christina Yount
Julie Lym Zsmmer
Damn Scott Zoller

Graduation Gifts
Give a gift that will last a lifetime!
Sterling Silver from Penelope's — Best selection & price anywhere!

Farmville Shopping Center j

10% OFF

i with college ID
i
Penelope
|

Susan Dale Rice

TACOrflBELL

(Discount (Boutique

392-1899
Discover, MC, VISA

Wendy Anne Richmond
Samuel Lacy Riddle, Jr
Elizabeth Gray Risley
Ame Elizabeth Robertson
[.'Tanya Renee Robertson
Ralph Glenn Robertson
Sharon Kelhson Robertson
Brenda Stokes Rogen
Teresa Stinson Rogen
Daniel Lemo Rohng
PameU Susan Romano
1 jsa Kreiss Roseveare
Heather Mane Rots
Riley Henderson Rots, III
Marjone Lyra Routh
Kmberry Denise Rudd
Vanessa Turner Rudd
Peter Chnstopher Runge
John Sanford Russell. Jr
Becky Knsten Ruth
Allison Paige Ryan
Mary Pond Sampson
Edna Carol Edwards Sanger
Jane Lym Reed Sartin
Courtney Denise Salterwhite
Lisa Jean Savage
Andrea Jean Sawyer
Victoria Lynn Sawyer
Donna Lym Scafoglio
Amy Beth Scbonauer
George Franklin S. hub. Jr
Lauren Richmond Scott
Kenneth Edwin Scruggs
Enc Bernard Seabrook. II
I aura Khristen Seargeant
Rebecca Andenon Sean
Steven Craig Seay
Carey Lee Settz
Joseph George Servs
MeUnie Mane Setina
Jennie Danielle Setzer
Lindy Linette Seymore
Linda Ford Shaffer
Cynthia Denise Shannon
Kmberry Anne Sheffield
Mark Edward Sheffield
I JU Renee Sheldon
Carrie Am Shipley
David N Shoemaker, III

Sandra D Slokes-Gray
Kathryn MiUer Stombock
Mchelle Leigh Storey
KeUie A Straasheun
Frederick Joel Tancboco Subuo
Sharon Mane Jordan Sullivan
Jennifer Lym Sutherland
Gabnelle Elizabeth Suydam
I .on AmSyket
Steven Keith Tanner
Corey Daroell Taylor
Jason Bias- Taylor
John Andrew Taylor
Michael Wilson Taylor
Tort Culley Terry
Jamie George Thenault
AngeU Lynn Thomas
Beth Renee Thomas
Manhew Shawn Thomas
Whitney Elizabeth Tbomat
Wilham Scon Thomas
Dwight Andrew Thornpton
Howard Stewart Thompson, Jr.
Jeffery Wayne Thompson
Johanna Allison Thornpton
John Douglas Thornberg
Margaret Mary Toboz
Teresa Lym Todt
Wendy Dense Touchstone
Kmberry Dawn Townsend
list Renee Tray lor
Dawn Renee Traynham
Jeffery Russel Tripp
Catherine Carpenter Tuck
Earl Stafford Tuck. Jr
Mervin David Tuck
Mark Russell Tueting
Starley Wyatl Turner
Doma Kathleen I'bcr
Edwm Victor Umstead, III
Stacey Am Underwood
Karen Am Valentine
Timothy Dean Vanllust
John William Vaughan.Jr
Gary Lym Vaughn, Jr.
Mark Ralph Veno
CUudia Theresa Vernaza
Jemifer Lym Vernon
Knstn Leigh Vicken
Donan Cher VUUlpando
Chnsuna Lyra Vats
Russell James Vok
Samantha Tbeone Kemp Wade
Sandra Saunden Wade
Scon Christopher Wade
Joel David Wagener
Jarred LaMarc Wainwnghi
Deborah Lym Walker
Miller Wayne Walker
Stephen Douglas Walker
Susan Lee Wallace
Amanda Joy Walton
James William Ward, Jr
Joann Radford Ware
Suzan Elizabeth Allen Ware
Tammy Lee Warren
Knstuia Gruentzel Watson
Karen Elizabeth Walls
Bryan Paul Weaver
Cynthia Jean Weaver
Joseph David Weaver
Robert Kyle Weaver
Dennis Irvin Weber
Dana Mane Wellington
Mana Annette Wbedbee
Andrew Nelson Wheeler
Daniel Reid Wheeler

Mary Ahce Elory

Penelope

(next to Ultimate Fitness)

I JU Mane f-oulot
Carolyn Michelle Hath Powell
Deborah Anderson Powell
Dune Mane Powell
James Garrett Pressick
Jemifer Lyn Price
Mary A Pnllaman
Laurel Elizabeth Prince
Stefanie Jo Proctor
Jennifer Lee Proffitt
PameU Osboume Pnutt
Meyon Elizabeth Puent
Mibelt Christine Pugh
Jay Glean Rada
Anna Helen Dow Radford
John Leo Rafferty. Jr
Paul (iner Rafferty
Sarah Ramsey Raffeflo
Lynne Louise Ragland
Michelle Leigh Ragsdale
Lonlei Anne Rapton
Kacey Ame Ray
Jennifer Catherine Reaves
Mary Grayson Reed
Cruiles Hunter Reynolds
Elizabeth Carole Rice
Knslcn Anne Rice

Laura Am Kelly
Iisa Michelle Kestcnon
IaShawn Yvclte Key
Came Lou Kieman
PameU Chauncey Kinney
Emily Tracey Knick
Caroline Del-ong Knoeller
Midon Kobayashi
Carol Am Athans Kolendnanot
I jsa Mane Kraft
Alex Christopher Kuhala
Jennifer Mane Kujal
Samantha Evans Kyle
Virginia Cranford [age
Brailley Hume I amhert
Lillian Canada lane
[aura Jean lane
Stephen Toth lane

KeUy Mtcbele Marks
Gregory Edward Marshall
Kelli Rae Mann
Knstn Lym Martin
Vtrgma Am Martm
Kelley Michele Mason
Paul Santo Massanopoli
Charles Henry Maurice, Jr
Teresa Lym May
Timothy I.ee Maynard
Debra Elizabeth Mayo
Mitzi Mane McChesney
him Leigh McChng
Kenya Sue McConnell
Patricia Ann McCormick
Richard Huntmgton M. Daniel
Lisa Diane Mc Daniels
Jennifer Dorothy McDonald
Patncia Jean McDonald
laura Kathryn McDowell
Raymond Michael McEboy
Holly Am McHarland
Gerald Patrick McKeodry
Scott Lewis McLellan
Catherine Am McManama
Michael JefTcry Mc.Millen
Teresa Ellis Mi Ncilly
Martha Linrherry McQueen
Andrea Lynn McWee Parson
Mane Anne Mercer
John Edward Mrhals
Charles Thomas Miller
Kelly Cameron Miller
Laura Beth Miller
Allyson Regina Millies
Jennifer Carol Mishoe
Kercnsa Marie Mohney
Sarah Elizabeth Monroe
Dennis Kerby Moore
Jemifer Else Moore
Julie Am Moore
Lesley Jane Johnson Moore
I .inda Carol Moore
Mary Beth Evans Moore
Barbara Yvonne Tuck Moorefield
Jack Steven Moorefield
Kelly Lynn Moran
Shannon Norm Moran
Cynthia Lym Morgan
Stacey L. Morgan
Megan high Mom
Bradley Duane Moms
Shawn Richard Moms
Tracy Bates Morton
James Patrick Motley
Margaret Barnard Moyer
Catherine Am Moynihan
Kuiiberly Rose Mraz
Cassandra Yvonne Mullcmx
Patncia Bums Mullins
Elizabeth Joyce Murane
Kathenne Am Murphy
Chnstopber Doherty Murray
Laune Mae Myen
Joseph Lee Nagy
Kimberry Dawn Nash
Carolyn Wunwnght Nelson
Diane Erin Nestlerode
Melissa Owen Newcomb
Kathenne Newman
Nicki Anne Newton
QuyenN Nham
Heather Jeanetle Nsckenon
Janet Sue Riedcl Ntcol
Mary Blackwell Noln
Tracy Elizabeth Norcutl
Charlotte Michelle Nuckoki

_

Exp_5/W3_\

Congratulat ions
Seniors!
From Lancer Cafe
Burrito Supreme/32oz.
Fountain Drink Combo
395-2121

$1.99

♦tax

